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THE

SEVENTH
MEDIUM
BELIEF, COMMUNICATIONS AND CYBERSPACE

TEN KEY DEFINITIONS
Each of these terms can be defined differently, but for our purposes, this is what
we mean:
Axial Age – A period in history (2,800-2,200 years ago) when the foundations
of contemporary leading propositions of belief were established. They include
Confucianism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Monotheism (Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam), and the Greco-Roman approach to secular inquiry.
Belief – A deeply held proposition supporting a doctrine held by an individual or
culture, sometimes involving religious faith, sometimes not.
Cyberspace – Many definitions of the evolving cyberspace concept are discussed.
The following two reasonably describe key elements:
Cyberspace – The ultimate abstract realm in which goals are achieved,
not by pushing matter around in space, but by manipulating intangible
symbols and patterns.

—Stephen Pinker, Harvard University

Cyberspace – Technology-enriched mediums of communication and
control, permitting enhanced comprehension of, and interaction with, each
other and our environments.
—Bruce Bomier, Author

Hyper-communicate – Rapid and multiple complementary communication
mediums, simultaneously connecting with individuals and/or populations.
Medium – The means by which something is communicated or expressed.
Modernity – The condition of thinking and working with contemporary perspectives.
Symbolic Convergence – The controlling belief frameworks through which
individuals and cultures align information, creating internally coherent images
of reality.
Singularity – When human biology undergoes an evolutionary change as a consequence of enhanced benefits from and relationships to artificial intelligence.
Transcendence – A perception of existence that is outside of, and beyond, the
commonly understood physical world.
Treatise – A systematic description of reality, usually in writing, including a
secular and methodological discussion of facts and principles.
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Our guiding beliefs are
determined by the way we communicate.
In the emerging age of cyberspace, communications
and beliefs both evolve—and so do we.
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Gentle Reader,
Our world is tumbling into a stunning new version of reality. For better or
worse, everything important to the human condition is changing.
Obviously, there are serious concerns, but in many ways our world is golden.
Our food, health, safety, scientific understanding and ability to connect with
each other is progressing beautifully. Yet, simultaneously, there is a strange sort
of tribal hostility emerging among individuals, cultures, and nations. Often
it expresses itself in hate, or at least paranoia; pending outright violence is a
concern.
We are being carried to a different place by the dynamics of cyberspace and
its fantastic new mediums of communication and control. What we believe
(religious and secular) and, consequently, what we become, will evolve.
About our future—hang on, we’re in for quite a ride!

Bruce Bomier
Board Chair
Environmental Resource Council

A N O N P R O F I T O R G A N I Z AT I O N S E R V I N G O U R S O C I A L A N D P H YS I C A L E N V I R O N M E N T S S I N C E 1973
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Self-Enhancing Communication Mediums
We are endowed with an ability to communicate and collaborate through distinctive
sounds and motions. This combined with our capacity to reason and a lifespan permitting
intergenerational information sharing allowed humanity to survive. At different points in
our history we discovered more effective mediums of communication and, in conjunction
with emerging belief systems, humanity thrived.
We are now on the threshold of our seventh and most powerful medium of communication, best termed cyberspace.
Time Period

Self- Enhancing Mediums

Propositions of Belief

First Medium
1,000,000 to 800,000
years ago

Control of Fire
Enriching the quality of life, the
communal fire fosters more
complex and insightful clan
relationships.

Survival/Animism
Unknown, but likely clan-specific
Animism: belief in and subordination
to powers of nature that directly
influence survival and comfort.

Second Medium
40,000
+/- years ago

Art and Music
Art and the use of musical
instruments convey and preserve
messages and emotions sometimes
over space and time.

Widespread, Complex Animism
Both localized and wide-spread,
seemingly more complex beliefs,
sometimes shared among clans,
probably still Animistic.

Third Medium
7,000
years ago

Writing
Highly controlled community
monuments and supportive,
controlled writings empower more
widespread inter- and intra-clan
communications.

Memorialized Sacred Beliefs
Various proposition of belief are
increasingly locked in place
with writings over wider
geographic areas.

Fourth Medium
3,000 to 2,000
years ago

Publishing
Semi-controlled publishing is more
available through technological
advances in writing and supported
by increased literacy and cultural
interactions.

Widespread Transcendent Beliefs
Foundations for our five present
primary belief propositions and
several others are established in
what is termed an “Axial Age.”

Fifth Medium
500
years ago

Printing - Uncontrolled publishing in
most of Eurasia. The printing press as a
new communications medium impacts
Europe. Institutionalized publishing by
hand impacts Eurasia’s East and
Middle East.

Belief Based Competition/Conflict
Profound disruption based on
clashing faith propositions and
internal schisms among the
leading faith propositions
throughout Eurasia.

Sixth Medium
100
years ago

Institutionally Controlled
Electronics
Industrialized printing and
institutionally controlled electronic
broadcasting.

Modification of Beliefs
Some Axial Age propositions of
belief modify and thrive, others are
diminished.

Seventh Medium
The Present

Cyberspace
Comparatively uncontrolled,
personalized mass and targeted
broadcasting; enhanced, complex,
widespread, often unvetted
information sharing (Cyberspace).

Unknown

?

INTRODUCTION
A Strange Death in Chicago

I had never seen a fireman tear up.
The Chicago River drains over 150 miles of wetlands and streams—often it
rages! The waters merge around the Chicago Civic Opera House and tear north
through Chicago proper, finally thundering into a frigid Lake Michigan. In the
winter, it’s mostly slate gray with floating ice, interrupted by churning whitewater
cascading between narrow urban concrete dikes. Anyone would know that if you
plunged into that torrent, you would die fast and hard.
He was a student tourist from Minnesota, wandering with friends along the
canal that morning, wrapped in a warm coat against the north wind blasting off the
lake. He was likely in a good mood, having just arrived in Carl Sandburg’s “city with
the big shoulders.” He was on his way with friends to see the sights.
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He pulled out his cell phone, stared into the bright little screen and fumbled
with the keyboard. He might have been taking a photograph to send his family, or
connecting via satellite to see exactly where he was, or asking Google the best route
to the Chicago Art Institute. He might have been sending an intimate message to
someone for whom he cared.
Whatever he was doing, his numb fingers lost control of the phone and it
dropped into the river. He paused for just a moment before he followed.
“For a damn phone!” whispered the emotional fireman who recovered the
battered, distorted young body. He looked away from me as he wept.
He was wrong. It wasn’t “just” a phone, but something more powerful. It told
the boy where he was in the world with incredible precision; it allowed him to locate
people and places, and express his feelings with words and pictures. He could easily
find both international news and news about his family and friends. His phone
could open up direct access to Plato’s thoughts from 350 BCE or the latest NFL
pick. Over time, it seemed to merge with and mold around his mind. This student’s
faithful new appendage had come to intimately know him. Perhaps, in a way, this
new communication medium had blended with his fundamental identity.
Along with most young people, he probably had asked the little box about
personal things—about love, faith, lust, or, in different ways, his place in existence.
It answered with increased precision as each learned how to better communicate
with the other. Theirs was a special relationship within the strange, new dimensions
of cyberspace. He followed it instinctively because it had become a precious part of
his life. The idea of losing that bright, vibrant partner who shared his thoughts and
mind was unbearable.
This book is about that young man’s instinctive decision and what is rapidly
happening to us all. Our mediums of communication are doing more than shifting
gears—they are switching vehicles. We are moving quickly into a strange and undiscovered place that will change us and how we believe.
This is neither a lament about something inherently evil threatening our world,
nor a celebration of a brilliant new tool for better living. What follows is a perspective
on how this new dimension may disconnect us from who we are, while connecting
us with things we are barely able to imagine.
There are three foundations that guide and support the human community in
times of profound change:
• Our history
• Our science
• Our beliefs
To understand and prepare for the age of cyberspace, we need to pay attention
to all three, but belief is the most complex.

I. The Journey Begins
Sun and Fresh Water—
Out of Africa

Tell others of the past that they may best know what
awaits them in their future.
CONFUCIOUS

Even today, if you travel the jungles and savannas of Africa and take in its natural
rhythms, you’re struck by the rapid-fire, vicious competitions for survival.
The equatorial sun blasts down with the absolute maximum amount of terrestrial solar energy. While about one-third of the continent has baked into desert,
the part that is rich with rain or fresh surface water explodes with life.
The unrelenting competition among animals, which benefit from the turbocharged mix of sun and water life forces, stuns even the best prepared naturalists.
It’s a continual clashing of species, with only those gifted with extraordinary attributes surviving.
Millions of grazing wildebeests carpet the plains. Elephants, giraffes, zebras
and other grass-eating ruminants multiply to the extent fresh water allows. Then,
vast numbers of uniquely specialized and competitive predators follow. Lions
prowl, jackals and hyenas scavenge, powerful African eagles and ever-present
vultures soar, with leopards, cheetahs, and crocodiles filling other respective
opportunistic niches. Risk and death are always in high-speed motion. This is the
most dangerous and savage habitable place on earth.
In this cauldron of energy and death, the parade of species rotating into
extinction is constant. However, a species under pressure to survive sometimes
develops a unique skill set that allows it to thrive and solidly establish itself. Such
was the case when, in this hot box of conflict, our ancestors emerged.
Around a million years ago, humanoid variations evolved with specialized
skills that allowed them to become so successful that animal competition and
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even significant changes in climate and environment couldn’t hold them back.
Over and over again, various humanoid populations exploded to the point where
they had to migrate out of Africa into more hospitable Eurasia.
What were our ancestors’ special skills that allowed them to evolve to where
others of their own species became their only serious threat? What gifts were they
granted? The answer involves their remarkable ability to reason, but more to the
point, to share and blend their reasoning with each other through progressively
more effective mediums of communication.
When a group gathered to face threats or opportunity, the effects of their
intelligent thought, combined with improved communication, were not simply
added together. The contemplative thinking process of the group was multiplied.
This growing accumulation of wisdom was passed from generation to generation,
progressively accelerating over millennia, until we hit modernity.
The way it worked was, as Earth’s climate periodically shifted in a series of
warmer/wetter and colder/drier periods, different humanoid prototypes migrated
out of Africa into Eurasia and then gradually spread throughout the earth. Finally,
our super-communicating species took planetary charge—we, the Homo sapiens.
In Latin, the “wise ones.”
Brian Fagan, Professor of Anthropology at UC Santa Barbara, articulately describes this pattern of humanoid migration out of Africa as a sort of
“pumping station.” Every few thousand years, as climate conditions permitted
or encouraged, our ancestors would cross north into Eurasia over what is now
the Sahara Desert and Mediterranean Basin, or east over the present location of
the Red Sea. Different types of humanoids would reach population levels or face
conditions where migration made the most sense.
In some cold/dry eras, it would have been possible for them, over several
generations, to walk from Africa to Britain. During warm/wet climatic periods,
greater volumes of fresh water would cause humanoid populations to burst at
the seams and again force migration, often through construction of rafts or even
crude boats in the search for new, more livable territory. In 1906, the 10,000+ year
old skeletal remains of what became known as the “First Briton” was discovered.
We could tell he was a short, muscular man. In 2018, we had developed the
technology to extract and analyze his DNA. Now we know he had blue or green
eyes, but surprisingly was dark skinned. His recent ancestral origins were likely
the Middle East, or even Africa.
It is likely that nothing they encountered environmentally was as challenging
as the perpetual struggles for existence within Africa. Once they migrated out of
Africa, they often could thrive and geometrically expand as a species. Finally, they
occupied and dominated every habitable region of the planet.
Each time a new humanoid version ventured out of Africa, there would be a
slightly different package of skills. Their physiology, especially brain configura-
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tions, evolved in ways that continually improved communication skills, enhancing
group survival. These traits often allowed them to replace the niche held by earlier
human-like models. Replacement may have involved blending in with the native
humanoids or perhaps domination through conflict or successful competition for
resources. All we know is, in the end, the better communicators were the ones
that thrived.
Once out of Africa, humanoids’ skills of adaptability, empowered through
improved communications, would tend to support successful survival. Yet,
these peoples, our ancestors, would always have to adjust to new and serious
challenges. Even pooling their intelligence, they would sometimes fail, but they
often struggled through obstacles and worked out solutions.
We don’t know much about many of these humanoid variants that
foreshadowed our present human makeup. Today, there are few physical remains
we can use to help untangle the human story. We are learning that there were
many humanoid prototypes.
As recently as 2010, a completely new, ancient humanoid variant was
discovered in Asia, which we now call, the “Yeti.”
As we learn to interpret primitive DNA fragments, we are gathering more
information but still don’t know much. We could pile all the archived fossilized
remains of previous humanoids and pack them into the back of my short-bed
Ridgeline truck. We do know that the human variations that prevailed progressively communicated more and more effectively. Communication skills
empowered uncommon group resilience.

We shape our tools and then our tools shape us.
MARSHALL MCLUHAN, 1963
PROFESSOR/PHILOSOPHER
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

With one inch or 2.54 cm equal to a thousand years, we can generally describe
recorded human history somewhat accurately going back about three inches or
7.62 cm. Inferentially, we can put a few things together about how people lived
and what they believed at around six inches or .15 m. When trying to piece
together the evolution of human prehistory, we need to go back between 800,000
and 1,000,000 years or about 70 or 80 feet or 22.86 m at a thousand years per inch
(2.54cm). We’ve been around a long time, but recorded history—not so much.
Still, trying to get a fix on the human condition and its evolving communication dynamics by looking at only recorded history makes as much sense as
checking the time on a watch with only a second hand. It’s important to get some
sort of grasp on our long-term story to appreciate what a sea of change in communication has meant and may mean again.
One of the more recent anthropological interpretations we now accept is that
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our not quite modern, humanlike ancestors developed technologies that changed
them, not only culturally, but physically. Their innovations and tools shaped our
species’ behavior and even biologic makeup.
We have found truly ancient humanoid fossils on isolated islands such as
Flores in Indonesia, or long, dry ancient lake beds in remote areas of Australia. We
must accept that groups of premodern humans could work together well enough
to construct boats, or at least sailing rafts, travel great distances, form clans, and
successfully establish themselves in completely different environments, at least
for a time. A recent theory of early humanoid migrating, informally termed the
“beachcomber express,” postulates that our ancestors became adept at using wood
and water, allowing them to travel great distances along coasts and across water
at an early stage in our history. It seems that the ocean beaches from Europe
to Australia were populated first and fast. Human migration moved inland only
gradually.
In 1967, British zoologist Desmond Morris published an insightful and widely
read book, The Naked Ape, which speculated on the reasons that Homo sapiens
have peculiarly exposed skin, as opposed to protective covering. We have no fur,
feathers or thick hide. We have even lost most of our primate hair. We are physically vulnerable. We know that our “nakedness” and sweat glands allowed us to
stay cooler and thus endure longer periods of exertion, but he suspected that
there had to be stronger reasons.
He speculated that our unique “nakedness” may relate to sexual stimulation
needs, or, perhaps, enhanced hygiene similar to the evolved fleshy head of a
buzzard, which is often embedded in a decaying carcass or the hairless posteriors
of other primates.
Another of his speculations was that our exposed skin provided an advantage
when we were around water (around beaches). Exposed skin can dry quickly and
can function extremely well in and out of water in terms of gathering food, and,
especially, maintaining hygiene. Most significantly, if one walks along a beach, one
will usually find fresh water draining into the ocean—a critical element for survival.
As we have recently come to understand Homo sapiens settlement patterns,
as per the “beachcomber express” theories, Morris’ original water hypothesis
perhaps partially explains our nakedness and water traversing skills.
If we wander back 60 feet (18.29 m), still at a thousand years per inch, we
find human-type populations that would stand out as profoundly weird walking
down the street but which were successfully operating as groups and creating
complicated survival solutions. Early on, they discovered how to make and use
needles and bind bundles of natural materials into textiles. They became more
and more proficient at stitching skins together and weaving plant fibers. So, using
hides, animal shedding and some fibrous plants, they crafted body coverings, or
clothing. At that point, the humanoid could and did stop investing energy and
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nutrients in maintaining a thick hide or a hairy coating. Now they could travel
through abrasive underbrush and settle in areas where cold temperatures would
have previously held them back. Their technologies actually changed not only
their lifestyles, but also their physical characteristics. Such physical evolutions
took many generations but were the consequence of technologies they had created,
passed on and progressively enhanced through their communication skills.
Then, something really species-changing came along and humanity would
never be the same. They learned how to create and control fire. Fire creation
technology was a huge enabler of success, and it both pre-dated and molded
modern humans.
In 2012, Boston University Archaeologist Paul Goldberg and his team had
what anthropologists sometimes term, a “holy cow!” moment.
When studying South African cave debris using electron microscopy at the
Weitzman Institute, Dr. Goldberg discovered that pre-modern Homo erectus was
cooking meat and vegetables at least 700,000 years ago (58 feet or 18 m) on the
inch or 2.54 cm per thousand-year scale.
“Holy cow!” one of his team supposedly said as he looked up from his microscope. The discovery absolutely proved pre-modern human use and control of
fire. Modern humans almost certainly always had fire and we physically evolved
around the control of fire.
Our human physiology, as well as our survival and thriving as a species,
is intimately connected to the technology of fire. Fire profoundly helped our
ancestors digest, preserve and purify food. It allowed use of many available raw
food products. With cooking, grains and starchy roots could easily provide quality
nutrition. Meat, especially, became safer and easier to digest and preserve.
The brain constitutes less than 2% of a human’s body weight, but it absorbs
20% to 25% of our energy. Fire enabled us to digest food, utilizing relatively
little energy, allowing that energy to feed a super-charged brain. With the shared
knowledge of fire control, humans could comprehend more individually, and
effectively share more complex information as a group. A human’s more sensitive
skin and nervous system could quickly detect serious heat before being burned.
Eyelids and lashes had protected our eyes from airborne particles and now filtered
out damaging smoke particles. Most significantly, our breathing apparatus seems
to have evolved to limit damage from inhaling smoke pollution. Our nostrils
are protectively pointed downward and lined with moist, filtering hairs. Our
lungs are coated with small cilia which, during breathing, efficiently vacuum out
debris-like smoke particles from lung tissue, escalating them up into the mouth
where, with support from salivary glands, they are safely passed out of the body.
We are designed to bond with smoke and fire.
Naturally, with fire, humans could survive in colder temperatures, particularly
after getting better and better at creating protective coverings. They learned to use
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fire-based tanning procedures for animal hides and improved textile processing.
Significantly, better communications allowed humans to pass along new, complex
techniques for making the best uses of fire. The acumen for effectively using fire
kept expanding over generations. The light by which you are likely reading this
probably is the sophisticated result of burning things to human advantage—
creating electrical energy with fire and heat that translates into light.
Fire helped mold humans in another subtle, but survival enhancing, pattern.
For thousands upon thousands of generations, our ancestors gathered every
evening around the communal fire to enjoy warmth, protection from predators,
and wider varieties of digestible food in the relaxed and creative company of others.
The flickering faces in the firelight encouraged bonding and perhaps an
intriguing sharing of more abstract concepts and visions.
Cultural anthropologists have studied present day, yet still primitive societies
in remote parts of the world. They have found an understandable consistency,
centered on the necessary communal evening fire. Among present-day humans
living in hunter-gatherer or primitive herding or farming conditions, dialogue and
discussions during the day relate to everyday pressing, pragmatic, sometimes tense
matters. Potential threats and opportunities, as well as personal expectations or
performance disappointments or achievements, are discussed in serious, result-oriented ways. This is termed “daylight dialogue.” However, at night, luxuriating by
the ever-present evening fire, sharing food in the flickering shadows and protective
warmth, discussions rather consistently take on a different tone and style. These
are times for enchanting legends, and the sharing of more abstract conceptual
matters. It is the time for bonding and comfortable group contemplation.
It is not too great a leap to believe this was the setting where thoughtful
perceptions of humanity’s place in the cosmos originally took form.
Around 50,000 to 45,000 years ago (4 feet or 1.22 m), we see signs that significant changes are occurring in one particular humanoid prototype. “Modern”
humanity begins to make steady advances enabled by their enhanced ability to
communicate and consequently, culturally embed new technologies. They were
“Homo sapiens.” This was us. This has been termed the Age of Cognition by some
Paleo-Anthropologists.
Physiologically, brains at this point were not larger than some earlier human
models—Neanderthals actually had larger brains. But these newer brains were
organized differently, particularly the brain quadrants oriented toward speech
and speech comprehension. These new humans were endowed with superior
communication competency.
Peking man, around 600,000 years ago (50 feet or 15.24 m), could organize a
group that could kill a large horse, roast its head over a fire, cut out its tongue, and
scrape out its brains for food (high-protein tissue). But, by our standards, he and
his clan couldn’t possibly communicate effectively. The basal ganglia that enable
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you and me to move our mouths and tongues in intricate patterns, creating a wide
variety of sounds and tones, simply wasn’t developed. Similarly, the spinal cord of
Peking man suggests that breath couldn’t be controlled at our level, again limiting
the ability to make complex sounds. Facial expressions would also have been
limited, with narrower nerve/facial passages. We have come to understand that
the modern human face has special capacities to communicate, both in providing
a context for interpreting voice and communicating distinct, often powerful,
messages in its own right.
So, Peking man could likely make sounds and basic physical expressions to
get across “hunt now,” “you make fire,” or possibly even, “I’m happy.” He could
not articulate a message such as “Let’s hunt for wild pigs at the place where the
rivers meet. You go up the hill and make noise and scare them and Fred here will
clunk them on the head when they rush by that huge oak tree.” Or possibly even,
“If Fred screws up, he can’t date my sister anymore!”
Even one of our closest prehistory ancestors, the Neanderthals, couldn’t
communicate at anything close to our level. Only four, still intact Neanderthal
skulls have been studied to date, but it’s clear that their larynxes were located
where interaction with the hyoid bones would only allow them to emit a limited
range of sounds. Similarly, the central nervous system’s cerebrum interface would
be unlikely to support significant communication by way of facial expression.
The skeletal remains of an eight-year-old Neanderthal boy were discovered
in 2018. This is the fifth high quality and most complete preserved set of remains
uncovered. It may answer many questions.
We are rapidly learning more about the history of humanity’s evolution through
use of new archaeological techniques via DNA analysis. In the past, human bone
fossils, artifacts, soil strata, tree rings, and radioactive decay rhythms were the
primary technologies used to understand our distant ancestors. Today, in areas
where there are only a few signals of prehistoric occupation by our ancestors, we
can collect sediment samples and search for humanoid DNA.
In 2016, The Max Plank Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology collected
85 samples from caves in Europe and found humanoid DNA tracers going back
between 14,000 and 550,000 years. With DNA analysis, we may find clarity
regarding our ancestral roots, shedding light on the forces and characteristics that
created us as we are today. Perhaps this emerging insight will help chart our destiny.
Over the last 20,000 to 25,000 years of the 150,000 years of Neanderthal
presence, they shared habitats with modern humans. Some similar modern
human cohabitation was occurring in Asia with other contemporary premodern
humanoids—the Denisovans.
Recently, we have been able to document what appear to be signals of
non-hostile interaction between modern humans and Neanderthals.
We know that between 35,000 and 40,000 years ago, Neanderthals and Homo
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sapiens occupied the same areas. Today, most non-sub-Saharan African humans
carry a small detectable percentage of Neanderthal DNA. Similarly, some Polynesians carry Denisovan DNA.
The Neanderthal/Homo sapiens relationship is a mystery, but following a recent
DNA study of Neanderthal tooth plaque, an insightful finding was published in
the Spring 2018 journal, Nature. In addition to documenting what the Neanderthals were eating, both vegetables and meat, they discovered Homo sapiens
DNA from what appears to be an intimate mouth-to-mouth social exchange. It’s
possible they were sharing food, but more probable, they were kissing. “…these
interactions were much friendlier and much more intimate than anybody ever
possibly imagined,” reported Christina Warner, Archaeological Geneticist at the
Max Plank Institute.
Shortly after the tooth plaque discovery, there was a second finding also
published in the journal, Nature, involving the discovery of a small 50,000year-old finger scientists had previously identified as Neanderthal. Using the
new generation of DNA analysis, it was determined that the finger belonged to
a 13-year-old girl who, indeed, had a Neanderthal mother, but her father was
Denisovan. In fact, to one genetic analyst at the Max Planck Institute, it looked
like the father’s DNA contained genetic traces from many generations of sporadic
interbreeding with Neanderthals.
As University of Toronto anthropologist, Bence Viola, expressed it, “…human
evolution is much more interesting and much more complicated than we used to
think.”
The Neanderthals, and presumably other pre-humans of this era, were
typically larger than us, had good-sized brains, and had successfully survived for
thousands of years in a variety of climates, from frozen tundra to arid deserts.
However, through recent DNA analysis, we now know they lacked our FOXP2
gene. This gene empowers modern humans to generate, and consequently
comprehend, complex sounds. The Neanderthals were likely better at communicating than Peking man but not in the same league as Homo sapiens.
It is interesting that, at many Homo sapiens archeological sites, we find
proof of wide-spread trade. Cutting tools made from sea shells at far inland sites,
obsidian crystals hundreds of miles from their origin, etc. We find no evidence
of this sort of trade-based interaction at Neanderthal sites. Early Homo sapiens
could evidently communicate well enough to execute productive trade arrangements, but apparently the Neanderthals could not coordinate these more complex,
mutually beneficial “contracts.”
After around 20,000 years of cohabitating alongside modern humans, the
Neanderthal species faded away, although leaving behind DNA remnants in the
modern human genetic makeup. Essentially, over time, we Homo sapiens replaced
all other versions of humanoids.

The Journey Begins - 11

The Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium Theory, created by German geneticists in
the mid-20th Century, involved a mathematical formula that profiles physiological drift of different human populations in response to their environment.
For instance, those living in Arctic areas may develop thicker body typology
to preserve warmth, as opposed to those living in tropical areas, who would
benefit from a larger ratio of exposed skin area to mass to support body cooling.
Humans in the Hindu Kush mountains in Asia, as well as those in the South
American Andes, have independently evolved hemoglobin blood characteristics
that supported living at higher altitudes.
The point was that there may have been a drift of human physical characteristics based on environment, but the process was slow and minor. The core
characteristics of Homo sapiens are shared by all humans. Among all ethnicities,
our defining ability to reason through the social/communicating dynamic is as
fundamental as standing upright. We are one species and, in a way, one race—
the human race.
Modern humanity continued expanding geographically, constantly shifting
and adjusting their use of different tools and shelters to accommodate a wide
variety of environments. Then, around 25,000 years ago (two to three feet or .75 m
+/-), certain groupings of this new, high-functioning, communicating variation
of humanity began to seriously accelerate their rate of progress. They invented
things which improved hunting and gathering practices and enriched lives. Our
ancestors began technologically evolving themselves through more and more
rapid, productive innovation. We hit a point in our nature where, with reason and
sharing of information, we could progressively self-evolve.
Some form of organized farming first involved husbanding of selected seed
grains. With fire, the available rice, barley, wheat, and some roots could not only
be easily digested, but also, super large quantities of these starch-rich plants could
be harvested through organized farming. More stabilized food sources were
secured.
Organized farming also had negative consequences of periodic famine and
health problems associated with a single, constant food type (usually starches
from seeds and roots). Like fire, our reliance on starch-based primary food caused
physical evolutionary change, with our salivary glands evolving to better break
down starches.
While humanoids always had unusually long-life spans, considering size and
metabolism, more humans, with improved conditions, were living even longer and
sharing better, more accurate information, cross-generationally. A grandfather
could share concepts of building shelters or tools, as well as create and repeat
culturally enhancing tales of interest and value. For thousands upon thousands
of generations, children experienced their elders’ teaching and modeling survival
skills and intriguing story lessons by the evening fire. Longevity permitted a new
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sophistication in communicating, not only horizontally within the group, but
also more effectively vertically, from generation to generation. Respect of elders
is pretty much shared among cultures worldwide. In many cultures, deceased
ancestors even now are worshipped in some form, supporting connections with
both wisdom and the supernatural.
Other fundamental changes in lifestyle also appeared. Neanderthals made fires,
created crude jewelry, buried their dead with flowers, and crafted bludgeoning
weapons. However, now among sapiens hints of truly creative, sophisticated
production methods emerged, especially in certain geographical areas. Along the
Nile and in the Middle East, working tools, weapons and dwellings improved, and
nomadic life seemed to be slowly merging into somewhat permanent communities.
Humanity still had to deal with pulsating climatic cooling and warming
trends, but as Stanford Professor Ian Morris has put it, these new “…humans
were not passive victims of climate change.” If cold weather moved into their
geographic area or they migrated into colder climates, there would be groupdriven solutions. If it was colder, increased numbers of furbearing mammals could
be hunted or trapped, and their hides efficiently processed into warm clothing.
Foodstuffs could be preserved longer and dwellings could be built differently, not
only insulated, but also, with caution, warmed with fire brought inside structures.
Around 20,000 years ago, extremely sophisticated artistry in pottery and use
of different types of fire-hardened clay was being created. With more resilient
ceramic jugs, water could be moved far more efficiently, avoiding the necessity of
constantly frequenting a watering hole—a dangerous place. By the time the last
major Ice Age ended and global warming began, around 15,000 years ago, a few
communities had been established in permanent places and steadily expanded
in size. During the last of the Mini-Ice Ages, around 12,000 years ago, humanity
quite successfully worked its way through the short period of colder weather.
Approximately 10,000 years ago (10 inches or 25 cm), the Earth’s climate
stabilized at roughly current temperatures and modern humanity was ready to
super-expand geographically and in density.
In terms of natural history, human artifacts, especially in certain regions,
became ever more functional in design. Crafted bows and arrows replaced
spears, and built structures were more protective and functional. Community
size expanded with what appears to be an emerging social system that allowed
individuals to better use their best skills and talents through organized divisions
of labor. The most talented arrow maker could focus on what he or she did best
and trade what they produced for meat, or whatever was needed and available.
Cambridge Professor Paul Malers has made a strong case that this rapid shift
involving divisions of labor was enabled through an enhanced ability to communicate in complex patterns. Now community members could individually, or in
groups, better negotiate win-win arrangements, or “contracts.”

The Journey Begins - 13

There is a newer, computer-enhanced academic discipline involving interpretive linguistics, which traces folklore or “stories.” This process provides fascinating insight into understanding what was (or is) significant within cultures. The
permanence of the story signals the importance of the concepts discussed in the
story. In a way, it can help answer the question that haunts historians and cultural
paleoanthropologists, “What were they thinking?”
Anthropologist Jamshid Tehrani from Durham University, and University of
Lisbon Social Scientist, Sarah Graca da Silva, have identified what appears to be
the oldest recorded and preserved story in human history.
Initially, they identified a fundamentally similar themed story in Proto-Germanic languages (Scandinavian, English, Dutch, etc.), Proto-Romantic languages
(Italian, Spanish, and Romanian), and Baltic Slavic languages (Slovenian, Czech,
Russian, and Polish). Then, surprisingly, they uncovered the story in both ancient
Persian and Celtic lore.
This commonality or story theme was
unusually consistent and enabled them to
work backward in time, finally discovering
the story being told in Proto-Indo-European
languages dating to around 6500 years ago. Its
message held serious human significance, and
still does.
It’s a story about “contract”—what we
might term a “Faustian Bargain,” after the
well-known 1808 story of Dr. Faust, by Goethe.
In every version of the story, there is a contract
between an honest but unhappy skilled professional, often a worker in metals or some other
socially redeeming activity, with someone or
something evil, perhaps a Satan figure. The
The complex human concept of
story is straightforward. The hero strikes a deal
contract.
or contract with the evil figure for enhanced
skills or enlightenment, but at the price of eventual slavery. However, by being
careful with the contract terms, the hero finds a loophole in the details of the
agreement, and an outside force intercedes and effectively undermines the evil
figure’s contract, to the hero’s advantage.
The concept of contract, whereby one person commits to an action, or gives
something in return for something else, was and is absolutely fundamental to
successful cultural thriving. It is also the foundation for one of the most resilient
stories in human history.
This contractual specialization enabled larger and larger settlements to
cohabitate under more effective, established sets of human interaction. This likely
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included an authority-based system of governance, or what would be termed, a
“social contract,” supporting what begin to look like actual villages.
Around 9,000 years ago (9 inches or 23 cm), we start seeing crops farmed in
highly organized, community-wide patterns in certain areas. Communal grain
bins and irrigation systems are created, especially in certain regions of the Middle
East and Egypt. Barley, rice and wheat become widely distributable commodity
products. Wandering clans begin to shift from nomadic to ever more permanent
settlements. The remaining nomads often adopt large-scale herding of domesticated animals and establish trading (contractual) relationships with established
villages, perhaps cereal grains for meat and hides.
Homo sapiens likely were occasionally exposed to naturally fermented,
sugary fruits, which, if stored over time, provided intoxicating alcohol. Around
8,000 years ago, organized systems of the brewing/fermenting of beverages start
to appear. We find traces of commercial-sized wine production in the mountains
of Iran dating to around 7,000 years ago. In the same period, in Jiahu, China,
artifacts point to an elaborate fermentation process combining rice, hawthorn
berries and honey. In 5,000-year-old Middle Eastern cities, beer brewing is
commonly found in many excavated archaeological sites. There were still the
community fires with the accompanying warmth, food, and communications, but
now, alcohol occasionally introduced a new, dreamier dynamic. Use of intoxicants in groups likely set in place another dimension of human communications
involving a usually pleasant bonding.
Evidence of musical instruments appeared in this period, including elaborately carved wood, bone and even ivory flutes. They probably also became part
of the communal fire socialization.
The cross-generational memories and stories shared at the fireside were now
enriched with alcohol and music. This must have typically contributed to establishing strong and consistent community worldviews within the clans.
Without the permanence that is locked in with written records, spoken
legends naturally shift and drift over time. Yet, these emerging societies had likely
established anchor values to guide complex human relationships and for interacting with the world around them. These foundational concepts would be, at
some level, passed along from generation to generation and, eventually, become
memorialized through foundational or sacred writings.
Communication was restricted by the physical limits of sound waves, visual
observation and repetition by others, yet the innate human drive to communicate
led to searching out new ways to share and receive information. Striving to find
ways to safeguard important information seems hardwired into our species. We
are driven to find solutions to our communications being silenced by distance
and time. We want to speak to the future and listen to the past.
And so, we create solutions.

II. Humanity Emerges
Communicating through Space and Time

We are now closing in on modernity on the inch (2.54 cm) per thousand-year
timeline.
Pause and reflect on how comparatively rapidly our more contemporary
ancestors progressed. At a thousand years an inch or 2.54 cm, for over 70 feet
or 20.34 m, they consistently struggled with risk and danger, and now they are
two hand-widths from closing in on us. The hyper-communicating Homo sapiens
emerged through both refined anatomy and then far more rapidly through
invented and shared technology.
Of course, around 7,000 years ago (7 inches or 17.78 cm), much of humanity
was still roaming about in small hunter-gatherer clans, involving perhaps three
to five family units. However, north of the Sahara Desert and south of what had
in Paleolithic archeology been termed the Movius Line, stretching from Eastern
India to Southern Britain, larger, more organized clusters of Homo sapiens are
forming. Civic infrastructures of authority are being created, going far beyond
a few extended families or clans. There are now community-governed wells and
cisterns for water, well-constructed silos for grains, walls to protect, paths and
even roads to connect. These new communities are now regularly using dogs
to help hunt and protect, and beasts of burden and rafts to systematically move
heavy objects.
If we look carefully enough, we also find what appear to be unique sites, almost
certainly supported by people committed to acknowledging and interacting with
the supernatural—the sacred. This belief dynamic is likely supporting community
identity and shared values.
Think of yourself as living in times of just barely observable quality of life
progress. You care about family and friends and want to not only warn them and
future generations about problems and potential dangers but also identify opportunities. Perhaps you want to communicate the best way to craft a weapon or raft,
or enlighten them about a powerful, unseen force. You also feel an overpowering,
uniquely human urge to project your mark into the world of your descendants.
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It would be a way for your essence to go on when your life inevitably ends. You
control a large brain, agile hands, an expressive face and a clear voice. You know
you can use these natural gifts to communicate. Yet, you also understand that
sharing your messages has inherent limitations. If you want to reach out to those
who cannot see and hear you because they’re out of range of voice and vision, all
you can do is hope your messages are somewhat accurately repeated by others.

The life enhancing communial fire.
You remember the stories your grandfather told you about a panicked herd
of animals that had been led into a nearby valley by a great sacred force wielding
lightning and speaking with thunder. You learned how the sacred force also had
given men and women both warnings about and the fortitude to survive the
panicked, stampeding animals.
You want to describe panic to others in the clan to prepare and safeguard
them, but you also want more—you want your message to have some measure of
permanence.
Your granddaughter seems especially wise and learns quickly. So, one night
by the fire, as you share your roasted vegetables, boiled wheat seeds and shellfish,
you start teaching her the legends, lessons, and values your grandfathers taught
you. You know she may have a hard time remembering, even as you do, so you
use your voice and your vocal gifts to chant the story. Essentially, you create a
rhythmic song that will help her accurately remember and, beyond that, feel the
story and better carry its lessons into the future. When her clear, beautiful voice
chants the song back to you, she conveys your meaning. It is imperfect, but you
have some confidence that at least a portion of your message will be transmitted
into the future.
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Now it is dusk, and you stand on a hill watching the sun slip behind the tree
grove where you learned to hunt. You see a few grazing animals and know your
clan’s food sources are secure for a time. You are struck with the beauty of the
sky as it turns a striking blend of amber and violet. You sense the presence of
something sacred. You remember the stories about the nature of sacred things
and are comforted.
As you look down at your small but growing community, you see the first
of the evening fires being lit, then smell food and see your friends and family
gathering. You feel an overpowering drive to communicate and memorialize what
your grandfathers taught you, while contributing what you have learned and
now sense and feel. You can speak and share with the group by firelight tonight,
especially with your granddaughter. Yet, you feel a drive to reach out further and,
if possible, spread your message and even your feelings among others yet to come.
You notice that the clay near your feet is a rich, reddish amber and remember
some flowers on a nearby hillside that have almost the same violet hue as the
sunset. Would the stain from the petals, mixed with this earth, make the same
colored tones as animals appear at sunset? You know how various burned ashes
will mark and stain rock with different colors. Could you mix those natural colors
with tree sap or animal fat and create something that speaks to the future? Could
you create a representation—an image or a picture—that would share your vision
with others into the future?
Heading off to make a torch, you will go to the nearby cave where your tribe
seeks shelter during storms. It is a good place, a special place. You have an idea,
perhaps a partial solution. You and your granddaughter will try to make colored
marks depicting important things on the cave walls and ceiling. Perhaps you
really can find a way to speak to your descendants.

After Altamira, all is Decadence
PA B L O P I C A S S O

Because little Maria was only eight and quite slender, it was fairly easy for her
to crawl into the tiny cavern made by a recently fallen oak on her father’s estate
in Altamira, Spain.
Many thousands of years before, some person or persons, completely human,
and especially talented, had used flower stain, minerals, and hot ash to paint a
collage of stampeding animals on the cavern’s ceiling. Presumably, the vibrant
animals were in panic as they tumbled over each other. Now, in 1874, the little girl
would experience this stunning art, the first to do so in thousands of years. She,
and soon many more, would connect with her ancient ancestor’s attempt to share
something of value with her—and you.
Over a decade prior to Maria’s discovery, Charles Darwin speculated and
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The museum at Altamira. Our ancestors succeed in connecting with us.
published that humanity was ancient and had emerged through a long, “prehistoric” existence. Maria’s father, Don Marcelino, had heard of Darwin and read
of his concepts of emerging and evolving life and humanity, so he reported his
daughter’s discovery to the University in Madrid. Soon, unknown artists from the
distant past began connecting and communicating with their descendants.
Decades later, the artist, Pablo Picasso, entered the cave to experience the
artwork by torchlight, as it was likely designed to be viewed originally. In the
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flickering light, the powerful animals seemed to move in enchanting chaos.
Picasso was transfixed for hours.
“After Altamira, all is decadence!” he declared.
The imagery of the animals in their wild terror powerfully influenced Picasso’s
artwork, most directly his famous oil painting, “Guernica.” It reflected the terror a
peaceful Spanish town experienced in 1937 as the target of the first Nazi blitzkrieg
bombing, victimizing ethnic minority, anti-fascist Basque civilians.
Thousands of years after the Altamira painting was completed, human art
would evolve into the more precise communication medium we term, “writing.”
Yet, communicating through mediums of mood-enhancing poetry, music, and
especially visual art would never leave us. They continue as powerful mediums
of communication capable of shaping human emotions and values. They are
often utilized at their highest contemporary levels to inspire and connect with
the sacred. They complement and enrich meaning as they blend with written and
spoken words. One day, they would also evolve unimaginably in scope and ability
to connect rapidly through electronic mediums with the masses or with targeted
audiences.
As new communication mediums become part of the human story, they alter
the lens through which humanity perceives itself and forms its governing propositions of belief.
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